Ls cylinder numbers

The LS based small-block engine is the primary V-8 used in General Motors ' line of
rear-wheel-drive cars and trucks. Introduced in January , it is a "clean sheet" design with only
rod bearings, lifters, and bore spacing in common with the longstanding Chevrolet small-block
V-8 that preceded it as the basis for GM small-block V-8s. The basic LS variations use cast iron
blocks, while performance editions are all aluminum with cast iron cylinder liners. Variants of
the LT version of the GM small-block have been used since. Most of the credit for this engine
family must go to Ed Koerner, GM's Powertrain vice president of engineering operations at the
time. The performance improvements in the LS-family V-8s over the previous classic
small-block V-8 family are several. The lower section of the block incorporates deep side skirts,
along with 6-bolt cross-bolted main bearing caps. This fully boxes the crankshaft, creating a
very strong and rigid structure that has been hot-rodded by enthusiasts to over 1,HP. Although
it is the same compact physical size as the classic small-block V-8, this block can accept a
4-inch stroke as an option in its stock form, due to the cam location being elevated slightly,
compared to previous block designs. Also, the cam bearing journals are larger, to allow for a
higher cam-lift profile than was previously possible. The stock aluminum heads can provide a
high amount of air-flow, which previously could only be found in aftermarket race-performance
heads. The aluminum heads also incorporate steam vents to prevent gas pockets from building
up in critical areas, and this is vital in allowing the coolant to manage heat build-up for
high-performance applications. Such design features allow for a higher compression ratio with
no fear of detonation. The thermostat has been located at a low position, which eliminates the
possibility of a gas pocket preventing the thermostat from properly sensing the heat of the
coolant. Previous generations incorporated a coolant passage through the intake manifold to
warm the incoming fuel-air mixture in very cold climates. However, modern fuel-injection
techniques eliminate fuel atomization concerns under all conditions, so the LS family uses a dry
intake manifold. This removes a common coolant leakage point and also allows the incoming air
to remain as cool as possible for better power production. The architecture of the LS series
makes for an extremely strong engine block with the aluminum engines being nearly as strong
as the iron generation I and II engines. The LS engine also used coil-near-plug style ignition to
replace the distributor setup of all previous small-block based engines. The cylinder firing order
was changed to so that the LS series now corresponds to the firing pattern of other modern V-8
engines for example the Ford Modular V The first of the Generation IIIs, the LS1 was the
progenitor of the new architecture design that would transform the entire V-8 line and influence
the last of the Big Blocks. The Generation III 5. It is an all-aluminum 5, cc 5. The extra
horsepower was claimed to come from the intake ram-air effect available in the SS and WS6
models. The LS6 shares its basic block architecture with the GM LS1 engine , but other changes
were made to the design such as windows cast into the block between cylinders, improved
main web strength and bay to bay breathing, an intake manifold, and MAF-sensor with higher
flow, a camshaft with higher lift and more duration, a higher compression ratio of The casting
number, located on the top rear edge of the block, is The 4. Displacement is 4, cc 4. Catharines,
Ontario and Romulus, Michigan. It uses flat top pistons. It is a longer-stroked by 9 mm 0. L59
denoted a flexible fuel version of the standard fuel LM7 engine. Displacement is 5, cc 5. Vortec s
are built in St. Another engine variant, the L33, shares the same displacement, but has an
aluminum block with cast in cylinder liners, much like the LS1. It has a cast-iron block and
aluminum heads and can be considered the "garden variety" version of the Generation III V-8s.
The L33 uses flat top pistons from the 4. It also uses cylinder heads, which are identical to
castings found on LS6s and LS2s, lacking only the Corvette spec valve springs and hollow stem
exhaust valves on the LS6. This combination increased the compression from 9. The L33 also
had a specific camshaft not shared with any other engine, specs. It was only available on
extended cab 4WD pickup trucks. The 6. There were two versions of this engine: LQ4, and LQ9,
the latter being more performance oriented. The Vortec is a V-8 truck engine. Displacement is 5,
cc 6. The Vortec LQ4, is a V-8 truck engine. This engine was renamed as the VortecMAX for
LQ9s are built only in Romulus, Michigan. This category of engines has provisions for
high-displacement ranges up to 7, cc 7. Based on the Generation III design, Generation IV was
designed with displacement on demand in mind, a technology that allows every other cylinder
in the firing order to be deactivated. It can also accommodate variable valve timing. A 3 valves
per cylinder design was originally slated for the LS7, which would have been a first for a GM
pushrod engine; but the idea was shelved owing to design complexities and when the same
two-valve configuration as the other Generation III and IV engines proved to be sufficient to
meet the goals for the LS7. This family of blocks was the first of the generation IV small block
with the LS2 being the progenitor of this family and generation. This family of blocks has seen a
wide range of applications from performance vehicles to truck usage. The Generation IV is a V8
engine that displaces 5, cc 6. It features either a cast iron or aluminum engine block with cast

aluminum heads. Certain versions feature variable cam phasing , Active Fuel Management , and
Flex-fuel capability. The LS2 was introduced as the Corvette's new base engine for the model
year. It also appeared as the standard powerplant for the â€” GTO. It is similar to the
high-performance LS6 , but with improved torque throughout the rpm range. The LS2 uses the
"" casting heads used on the LS6 although without the sodium-filled valves , a smaller
camshaft, and an additional 18 cubic inches cc. The compression of the LS2 was also raised to
While the displacement on demand technology was disabled on Holdens, this feature is enabled
on the Pontiac G8 GT and subsequently refitted in the model Holdens with AFM enabled, but
only on models fitted with the 6L80 Automatic Transmission. The engine also meets Euro III
emissions requirements. Production of the truck-spec L76 started in late , and it was only
available with the new body style Silverado and Sierra, as well as the then-new Suburban. The
final year for the truck-spec L76 was for all three applications; it was replaced by the 6. The L98
is a slightly modified version of the L Since Holden did not use the displacement on demand
technology of the L76 , some redundant hardware was removed to form the L The L77 differs
from the L76 with its inclusion of Flex-fuel capability, allowing it to run on E85 ethanol. It shares
the same bore and stroke as its LQ4 predecessor. Like other Gen IV engines, it features variable
valve timing. Redline is 6, rpm and the compression ratio is 9. The L96 is essentially identical to
its predecessor, the LY6. It has a Engine VIN code of 5. In this engine was selected by Wards as
one of the 10 best engines in any regular production vehicle. The LZ1 is almost entirely based
on its predecessor, the LFA , but with some revisions, such as including up-integrated
electronic throttle control, long-life spark plugs, GM's Oil Life System, Active Fuel Management
and variable valve timing. Applications of this family were mainly for trucks but did see some
mild usage with some modifications in front-wheel-drive cars. The smallest member of the
Generation IV engine family is unique in that it is the only member of that family that is used in
trucks that do not feature variable valve timing. It has a cast-iron block. The Vortec L20 makes
more power and features variable valve timing. The system adjusts both intake and exhaust
timing but does not come with Active Fuel Management. The Generation IV 5. Introduced in , the
LMF is a lower-tech version used in the lower volume half-ton vehicles cargo vans with AWD
that still used the 4 speed automatic, and do not use Active Fuel Management. It is the
aluminum block counterpart to the LY5. Power and torque ratings for SUV and pickup truck
applications are the same as each application's LY5 rating. Variable valve timing was added for
the model year. It was the most basic engine of its family, it did not use any special technology.
The LH8 is a variant of the 5. It has a displacement of 5, cc 5. In , the LH8 was replaced by the
LH9. The LS4 is a 5, cc 5. Though it has the same displacement as the Vortec LY5 , it features an
aluminum block instead of iron, and it uses the same cylinder head casting as the Generation III
LS6 engine. The bell-housing bolt pattern differs from the rear-wheel-drive blocks. This engine
is adapted for transverse front-wheel drive applications. According to GM, "The crankshaft is
shortened 13â€”3 mm 0. All accessories are driven by a single serpentine belt to save space.
The water pump is mounted remotely with an elongated pump manifold that connects it to the
coolant passages. Revised oil pan baffles, or windage trays, are incorporated into the LS4 to
ensure that the oil sump stays loaded during high-g cornering. Inspired by the LS1. R in size
and performance goals, this family of blocks was designed for race-oriented performance. The
only engine with this bore size that was used in a production vehicle is the LS7 with the LSX
being only for aftermarket use. One unique feature of this family is that the cylinders are
siamesed, no water passages between neighboring cylinders. The LS7 is a 7, cc 7. The block is
changed, with sleeved cylinders in an aluminum block with a larger bore 4. The small-block's 4.
The crankshaft and main bearing caps are forged steel for durability, the connecting rods are
forged titanium, and the pistons are hypereutectic. The two-valve arrangement is retained,
though the titanium intake valves by Del West have grown to 2. Most of these engines are
installed in the Z06, some are also sold to individuals by GM as a crate engine. The and z28
were the only Camaros to receive the LS7. After an extensive engineering process over several
years, Holden Special Vehicles fitted the LS7 to a special edition model: the W This family was
designed as a replacement for the LS2 but enlarged to better accommodate variable valve
timing and Active Fuel Management while still generating good performance. This family of
engines has mainly seen duty in performance cars and high-end SUVs. The Cadillac Escalade
has a 6, cc 6. It is an all-aluminum design which, while still a pushrod engine , boasts variable
valve timing. The system adjusts both intake and exhaust timing between two settings. Engines
built prior to April 1, contained AFM components, but the software was not present in the PCM
and thus the system was not functional. Engines built after this date did not have any AFM
components, and instead used a valley cover plate similar to the L20, save for the L94 variants
mentioned below. The LS3 was introduced as the Corvette's new base engine for the model
year. The block is an updated version of the LS2 casting featuring a larger bore of It also

features higher flowing cylinder heads sourced from the L92 , a more aggressive camshaft with
0. Improved manufacturing efficiency makes these heads cheaper than the outgoing LS6 heads,
and severely undercuts aftermarket heads. The large valves, however, limit maximum rpm - in
the L76 with AFM , and in the LS3 with hollow stem valves. In addition to the above, a dual-mode
exhaust package with a bypass on acceleration was available on C6 Corvettes. The dual-mode
exhaust uses vacuum-actuated outlet valves, which control engine noise during low-load
operation, but open for maximum performance during high-load operation. The system is
similar to the C6 Z06, but uses a 2. A similar system was optional on later model 5th generation
Chevrolet Camaros and standard on the Chevrolet SS, but no horsepower or torque increases
were advertised on those vehicles. The L99 is derived from the LS3 with reduced output but
adds Active Fuel Management formerly called Displacement on Demand and variable valve
timing , which allows it to run on only four cylinders during light load conditions. Cylinder
dimensions are now bore and stroke of It is equipped with an Eaton four-lobe Roots type
supercharger and has a compression ratio of 9. The original LS9 was a cu in 5. The
supercharged 6. GM labeled it "the most powerful ever offered in Cadillac's nearly year history".
The LSA features a smaller 1. Other differences include a slightly lower 9. In , wardsauto. An
experimental engine was built based on L92 engine from Cadillac Escalade , GMC Yukon Denali
and Hummer H2 , and reported to generate bhp kW on gasoline via direct fuel injection,
increased compression ratio to The new logo formally adopts the Small Block name for the
engines. The fifth generation of the iconic GM small block engine family features the same
cam-in-block architecture and 4. Refinements and new or revised components are used
throughout, including a revised cooling system and all-new cylinder heads. All Gen V engines
are aluminum blocks except for the L8T with aluminum cylinder heads , and include direct
injection , piston cooling jets, active fuel management , variable displacement oil pump, and
continuously variable valve timing. However, they all retain their ancestors' two-valve pushrod
valvetrain. This family of blocks was the first of the generation V small block with the LT1 being
the progenitor of this family and generation. Like its LS3 predecessor, it gets its displacement
from a bore and stroke of It was designed specifically with mid-engine placement and dry-sump
lubrication in mind. The L86 is an LT1 engine modified for truck use with a compression ratio of
In , GM introduced the L87 as the successor to the L The L8T is the first iron block member of
the Gen V family. It shares its The compression ratio is The longer stroke yields little additional
peak torque output compared to the L86, but only requires 87 Octane. The stroke is also shorter
than the LS7's Rather than allow a "high-strung" small block to fail the HD truck market, the iron
block, lack of both stop-start and cylinder deactivation, longer stroke and rod ratio, lower
compression, mere 87 Octane requirement, and greater displacement all suggest that the L8T
was designed specifically to assuage the HD truck market's concerns. Although smaller than
the previous 2. It draws its name from the 5. The original LT5 is rarely known as a Chevy small
block V8, as it was designed and built with Lotus, and implements a DOHC 32 valve multi-port
injection system, instead of the push-rod design. The new and unrelated LT5, however, has
increased its displacement from 5. It simultaneously couples the standard direct injection
system found on Gen 5 engines with port fuel injection. Dubbed EcoTec3 5. The L8B is an
eAssist mild hybrid version of the L83 featuring a. The L82 is one of two 5. The L84 is one of two
5. The L84 is distinguished from the L82 by the presence of the Dynamic Fuel Management
System and is either available or standard on mid- to high-level trims. These V6 engines are
based on the V-8 version of the Gen V family, but with two fewer cylinders - a design lineage
that dates back to the previous 4. Dubbed EcoTec3 4. It gets its displacement from bore and
stroke of Firing order is This engine replaces the unrelated 4. Note 1: depending upon vehicle
application truck, suv, car ; horsepower, torque, and fuel requirements will vary. VIN code
indicating engine RPO is usually not consistent between vehicle types cars or trucks or years. It
is typically only present when the engine is cold and disappears as the engine reaches
operating temperature. The noise of 'piston slap' often is louder when listening for it below the
oil pan. Another common problem with the 5. This is commonly called the 'Castech Head' failure
on the internet. GM issued a TSB on this failure to help service techs identify the problem. The
head casting number which can be viewed from the passenger side of the vehicle just in front of
the valve cover was Some heads with this casting number would fail but not all of them as GM
had different suppliers for the same head. The failure was due to undetected porosity around
the oil drains in the head. In , Chevrolet Performance began to offer the build your own engine
program for LS7 part number or LS9 part number crate engines. It also provides customers the
experience of visiting GM's unique Performance Build Center in Wixom, Michigan , where they
will join a specially trained engine builder to assist in the start-to-finish assembly of the engine
they purchased â€” from installing the crankshaft in the cylinder block to topping off the engine
with its intake system. In the case of the LS9, it also means installing the supercharger

assembly. Upon completion, a personalized nameplate is added to the engine. The program's
venue was reported to be relocated to the Corvette assembly plant in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
The LS7. R engine is a variation of the LS7 used in the highly successful C6. R American Le
Mans Series racecar. It was designed with help from drag racing legend Warren Johnson. It
offers displacements ranging from to cu in 6. This block incorporates two extra rows of
head-bolt holes per bank for increased clamping capacity. The six bolt steel main caps are the
same ones used on the LS7 engine. The engine debuted at the auto show in a customized
Camaro owned by Reggie Jackson. The LSX will be available starting the second quarter of , set
to be available in authorized dealerships and retailers on March 31, Chevrolet Performance LSX
Bowtie block includes LSX specific six-bolts-per-cylinder head bolt pattern, billet-steel six-bolt
dowel-located main bearing caps, extra-thick deck for maximum clamping force, extra-thick
cylinder walls allow increased bore capacity maximum 4. LSXB15 part number includes forged
steel crankshaft, forged powdered metal I-beam rods both the crankshaft and rods from LSA
engine and forged aluminum pistons 9. LSXB8 part number is a more economical version that is
capable of approximately 8 psi 0. It is designed for production-style supercharger and turbo
systems used without enhancements or modifications. Noonan Race Engineering developed
two billet aluminum blocks based on the LS engine. Bore sizes are up to 4. The billet
construction provides added block integrity suited to high horsepower applications. The block
design incorporates turbocharger pressure feed lines in the front of the valley and oil dump
ports in the side of the block to return oil to the sump. In addition to the solid block, a
waterjacketed version was also designed to provide better cooling options for street or
endurance purposes. Noonan also has developed intake manifolds for the LS; specifically for
turbocharging or twin turbo charging or supercharging. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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engine family has been around now for almost 19 years and has replaced the old first gen small
block and big block as the engine of choice when doing a engine swap. Even in their stock

forms they make more power and are more reliable the the first gen small blocks ever were in
their heyday. Hot Rod - Big Bang Theory - Sept 5, So know that you have decided to swap a
pullout LS engine into your project vehicle, you need to identify that junkyard jewel your looking
at, and is it worth the time, expense, and effort your going to put into swapping it into your
project car. It used to be you could simply look up a block casting number and identify an
engine back in the days of the original Small Block Chevy. Its much easier to identify what you
have by individual traits and components. You will notice most LS Engine blocks cant be over
bored much from the original bore size. I have seen motors pulled with K miles and the cylinder
walls were near perfect. A test of the popular factory cylinder heads has been a long time
coming, and honestly, we are not sure why it hasn't been done before. In the past, others have
played with flow numbers and even measured port volumes, but we don't race flow numbers or
volumes, now do we? In fact, this test will illustrate exactly why you can't translate flow figures
into power production. At best, flow numbers indicate potential power, but we are getting ahead
of ourselves. The first order of business was to identify and round up a selection of popular LS
factory heads. Second was to procure a test mule. The test engine was an easy choice, as the 5.
In terms of cylinder heads, we included the small-valve 5. The idea was to flow and measure
each head, then follow up with the all-important dyno testing. We also took the liberty of
measuring the combustion chamber diameter distance across to illustrate how the factory sized
them for their particular target bore size. This might be another good indicator on how well they
work on the small-bore 5. Not surprisingly, the truck heads offered both the smallest port and
chamber volumes. The combustion chambers on the heads measured The port volumes were
within a couple of cc's of the LS1 heads, and the peak flow differed by around 5 cfm despite the
heads having a smaller intake valve size. The smaller intake valve is the reason many LS
owners dismiss the heads, but enthusiasts should really look at something called the
Coefficient of Discharge. The Coefficient of Discharge is a calculation of the airflow versus
valve sizing, and gives a much more accurate picture of the power potential of these heads. The
heads were used on 5. In terms of peak flow, the heads offered cfm at 0. The exhaust flow
offered by the heads topped the other three heads tested here, but we suspect there would be
variations among the different castings with different valve jobs and mileage. The heads,
compared to the heads, offered larger 68cc combustion chambers, which meant a drop in
compression of roughly 0. According to Internet folklore, the heads used on the 6. Our testing
showed this to be at least partially plausible as the flow numbers were similar, though not
identical. The heads flowed more than the heads by as much as 20 cfm at some lift points. The
peak flow numbers differed by just 7 cfm at 0. What made the heads both kissed and cursed
was the combustion chamber size. The massive chamber volume of This translated into a drop
in static compression of 1. The heads are often used on turbo small-block 5. Check out the dyno
graphs to see how much the s lost on this 5. Designed specifically for a 6. As expected, the
heads offered the highest peak flow, with cfm coming at 0. The 0. Despite larger exhaust port
volumes than either the or , the heads offered the least exhaust flow of the bunch, with a peak of
just cfm. The cc intake ports flowed as expected, but the 74cc exhaust ports were not quite up
to snuff. Next to the heads, the s featured the smallest combustion chamber at 64 cc. This put it
within 2. This was coupled with a 3. Check out the graphs for a full rundown, but the big
surprise was that the amazing power of the legendary heads never materialized. Now, combine
that with the fact that the headsâ€”the same set everyone throws awayâ€”made the most power,
and we might have just turned the LS world upside down. It is no surprise that the heads made
the least power. Though they offer plenty of flow, they also started with a huge drop in
compression from 9. Though the lower compression might make them attractive for the turbo or
blower crowd, there is a big gap in power that must be overcome before the s can start making
more power than the standard s. At the very least, the s would need more boost to reach any
given power level than the heads, and besides, a compression ratio of 9. The heads performed
slightly better than the s, and the s were better still. Of course, the question now is how would
the four heads act under boost where the additional flow required might tax the maximum flow
potential of the small-valve 5. That, my friends, is another test for another day! Modified 5. The
large combustion chambers were likely to blame, as the 10cc increase in chamber volume
resulted in a drop of the static compression ratio by 1. The larger chambers make the s popular
for boosted applications, but know you are starting with a significant deficit by replacing the
heads with the s. We have been told by a reputable source that the chamber design of the heads
is less than optimal as well, irrespective of the size, meaning if you milled it, it still would not
produce the power you could get from the s, let alone the s. The increased chamber volume of
6. The heads bested the heads by roughly 10 hp, but down low the heads improved torque
production by as much as 20 lb-ft. Given the minimal difference in flow and lack of power
production, the s don't seem like much of an upgrade over the heads. But on the upside, both

respond equally well to porting. The heads offered the most flow, bettering the heads by as
much as 20 cfm at some lift points. The chamber volume on the heads was within 2. The peak
numbers were certainly close hp vs. The heads were simply better than the heads through most
of the curve. Would this change with the presence of boost? We think it might, but only at
extreme levels that might tax the flow limit of the heads. The question now is where that limit
occurs. We treat a small-block Chevy build to a host of modern upgrades to deliver LS reliability
with old-school charm. Chevy High-Performance. How To. Richard Holdener Dec 22, Share.
View Full Gallery. Sources ARP Fasteners. Brian Tooley Racing. View Full Image. Connect With
Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Back in the early s the
Gen II LT1 and LT4 engines powered GM's hottest performance cars, but GM read the tea leaves
and knew that this platform would not be able to get them where they would eventually need to
be in terms of emissions, CAFE standards, or even performance. A new V-8 was needed and in
work began on what would eventually be labeled the LS1. Replicating the success of the
original small-block was a huge undertaking, GM kept the basic structure of a single cam
pushrod V-8, but nearly everything else was reworked from the deep skirt block to the firing
order. A coil-near-plug arrangement replaced the trouble prone Opti-Spark and to save weight
the blocks would be cast aluminum with iron sleeves. The new LS1 displaced 5. The LS1
debuted in the Corvette and moved to the Camaro in In , different versions of the LS design,
such as iron blocks with varying displacements, started showing up in trucks and SUVs. Over
18 years of production GM came up with many variants suited for different applications, and the
best part for those of us in the hot rodding world is that, for the most part, all the various
iterations of the LS platform play well with each other in terms of parts interchangeability. No
problem. Toss LS3 heads onto an LS2 block? Yep, you can do that to so long as you have the
right intake manifold. A lot of this is possible due to the similarities shared across the LS line
over the years. Some of these similarities include:. The new firing order of gave the LS1 a
unique sound compared to its Gen I and Gen II cousins, and the overall size was kept close to
that of a Gen I small-block making it easy to swap into almost anything. The LS1 debuted with 3.
For the most part, this formula was carried forward through the Gen III and Gen IV engines with
the exception of some of the higher performance engines. Let's take a look at the LS engines
you're most likely to come across out there. The LS1 5. Around , some of the LS1 engines
started receiving the improved LS6 parts such as the intake manifold, heads, and stronger
block. The LS6 5. While it shares displacement with the LS1, it features a revised block with
improved bay-to-bay breathing, greater strength, higher compression, revised pistons, and
other small tweaks. The LS6 also received better castings heads, a slightly more aggressive
cam, and a much improved intake manifold. The LS2 6. Early LS2 engines had 24x reluctor
wheels and 1x cam sprockets while later ones transitioned to the 58x reluctor and 4x cam
sprocket arrangement. Depending on the year and platform, the LS2 could have come with
either head. Provisions for active fuel management were added to most of the blocks and the
bore size increased to 4. Sensors also moved around and changed a bit. For example, the cam
sensor moved from behind the intake to the front timing cover and the crank sensor changed
from black 24x to grey 58x. Due to the long cylinder sleeves LS2 blocks are great for stroking, a
4. The LS3 6. The increased displacement was due to a bump in bore size to 4. Add a 4. The LS4
5. It's centered around a 5. If you need a transaxle swap LS, then this is the engine to find, if not,
then it's not a good swap candidate due to the different transmission mounting points. The LS7
7. Its large bores 4. The LS7 is full of race ready parts and tech including titanium intake valves
and rods, which helped churn out the rated horsepower. It can handle up to a 4. The LS9 6. To
handle the boost, the LS9 used the improved LS3 block with stronger steel main caps as
opposed to the powder metal standard LS3 main caps , larger 12mm head bolts, and forged
pistons. More power was derived from the roto-cast cylinder heads and a 2. The ZR1 was the
first Corvette to break the mph mark, and it couldn't have done it without the LS9. The LSA 6. It
received eutectic pistons instead of the forged ones found in the LS9, a smaller 1. Power rating
for the Caddy was an impressive hp. The LSA also used nodular iron main caps for strength
and, like the LS9, employed piston oil squirters to reduce piston temperature. While the
performance car engines carried the LS designation, those designed for trucks and SUVs were
given the Vortec name. The biggest difference between them and their car cousins were the use
of iron blocks and that they were often smaller in displacement. The good news is they are
plentiful in scrapyards and the iron blocks don't mind a little boost or nitrous. They accept all
the front drive systems of the car versions, although some might require a boss or two to be
drilled out and tapped. Even so, we still call them LS engines given the parts commonality and
how easy they are to adapt to performance use. The LQ4 4. It shares its iron block with the 5.
The drop in displacement comes from a shorter stroke crank 3. It's impossible to tell a 4. The
LC9, with its 5. The longer stroke 3. Later versions received Active Fuel Management and some

applications even received aluminum blocks. The 6. Widely, used, these engines can be found
with Active Fuel Management as well as variable valve timing systems. Iron 6. The bores can be
taken to 0. A longer stroke is possible, but these blocks have the shortest cylinders of the line
so it's not a great idea due to piston rock at BDC. They have aluminum blocks and the latest in
CAFE friendly tech such as variable valve timing. Head Games A key component of the LS
engine's success lies in the evolving design of its cylinder heads. Like the blocks, the cylinder
heads used on the various LS engines continued to evolve over the course of the program. We
knew from the beginning we had to have great airflow so replicated ports were a must. The
four-bolt attachment pattern also was key to freeing up the ports to maximize airflow. To make
every port exactly the same seems like common sense now, but this represented a significant
amount of trial and error work that we knew we had to get right. The head design was also the
foundation for the new in plane, low friction, valvetrain. As I look back, the team that had a hand
in the cylinder head and valvetrain design are some of the most respected engineers in our
business, including Ron Sperry, Jim Hicks, and Dennis Gerdeman. Technically, you can bolt
any LS head to any LS engine, but due to varying bore and valve sizes you could run into
piston-to-block clearance issues. LS2 engines, due to the larger 4. The LS3 engines or any of
the 6. LS7 engines can run any LS-series head, but running the smaller heads would be
nonsensical from a performance standpoint. So, for the best results make sure to match the
cylinder to the bore size you're working with. Nearly all LS engines utilize the same cylinder
head bolt pattern, which is why the heads are so easily swapped around. Most have four 11mm
bolts per cylinder for a total of 10 along with an upper row of five 8mm bolts. The LS1 engines
including the LS6 had bolts of different lengths in regards to the 11mm fasteners , but from
forward all went to the same length. To better withstand boost, LS9 engines received 12mm
bolts. Also, keep in mind that each head variant requires a compatible intake manifold, so an
LS3 intake won't fit LS7 heads and so forth. Of course, there's a nearly endless array of
aftermarket heads to choose from, some of which are hybrids cathedral ports but with large LS3
sized intake valves, LS3 port but with LS7 rockers, etc. Here are the four main factory cylinder
heads you'll encounter. Debuting on the LS1, the cathedral port heads were named for the
distinctive shape of the intake port. The LS1 heads have 67cc chambers with 2. Other heads
you'll run into are and castings, which have smaller 61cc chambers and 1. These are best for
high-compression builds and really need larger valves and porting work. Aside from the casting
number, they have distinctive D-shaped exhaust ports. You may even find castings from the
early LQ4 engines, but they are iron and not worth bothering with. Also, the early perimeter-bolt
heads and are far less desirable. Remember, not all heads are LS6 heads, but all LS6 heads are
castings. True LS6 heads will have the stainless steel hollow-stem valves. L92 heads often
referred to as LS3 heads moved to a rectangular port and are some of the best LS heads ever
made, far outflowing their cathedral cousins. This port design is also found on some 6. Due to
an enlarged intake valve these heads use an offset rocker on the intake side. The major
difference in the various heads are the types of valves used. Heads for the LS9 used titanium
intake valves like the LS7. The degree valve angle design as opposed to the degree valve angle
used on all other LS engines supports a straight-through airflow and utilizes cc intake ports.
Also unique are that the ports and combustion chambers are CNC-ported straight from the
factory. These heads only use LS7 intake manifolds or an aftermarket equivalent. These were
also known for using titanium intake valves and sodium-filled exhaust valves, something
previously unheard of in a pushrod V They easily support over hp naturally aspirated and the
huge valves necessitate 4. For the most part, all LS cranks are of the same design and have 2.
LS7 cranks have a 4. LS7 and LS9 dry sump cranks have a longer snout about 1-inch for their
two-stage oil pumps, but can be used on wet-sump engines with the right parts and a
modification or two. Another major difference between LS cranks is the reluctor wheel used for
crank timing. Early ones will have a 24x wheel while later cranks will have a 58x wheel shown.
The reluctor wheels can be changed by any qualified machine shop. Most LS rods are
interchangeable and made from powdered metal. The exceptions would be LS9 5. The common
length is 6. LS7 rods have a unique bearing size that requires a different bearing than other LS
rods. The weak point of all LS rods would be the rod bolts. This is especially true of pre
engines. Remember that LS rods use a "cracked cap" design. That means each cap is an exact
match to its rod, so never get them mixed up! All LS engines, with the exception of the LS9, use
hypereutectic aluminum pistons. An exception would be LSA pistons which are eutectic.
Eutectic, with respect to piston material is the amount of silicon in the mix. The biggest
differences between the various pistons are the diameter, due to bore size changes, and those
changes that effect compression ratio, such as a dish. Like cast pistons, they don't like
detonation and are good up to hp, tops. Gen III pistons are held to the rod by a pressed in
interference fit pin, so a machine shop will need to take them apart and reassemble. We treat a

small-block Chevy build to a host of modern upgrades to deliver LS reliability with old-school
charm. Super Chevy. How To. View Full Gallery. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest
News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. I think it's odd numbers on the drivers
Forum Rules. Remember Me? What's New? Results 1 to 3 of 3. Add Thread to del. Thread Tools
Show Printable Version. LS1 Cylinder Numbers. I need to know how the cylinders are numbered
in an LS1. I think it's odd numbers on the drivers side starting with cylinder number 1 by the
accessory belt. I think it's even on the passenger side starting with 2 and ending with number 8.
I have a misfire on number 6 and was able to find a coil locally to put in before a race tomorrow.
I just need to ensure I switch out the right one. Does anyone have a quick answer before I go
out and starting replacing? Share Share this post on Digg Del. It's such a basic question that it's
not in the shop manuals or stamped into the manifold. I guess anyone working on GM small
blocks should know Similar Threads Mastery Cylinder or Slave cylinder problem? By chris5 in
forum General Help. Replies: 7 Last Post: , PM. Question: cylinder head casting numbers By
vytamenc in forum Internal Engine. Replies: 3 Last Post: , PM. Replies: 0 Last Post: , PM. By
phoenix in forum Dyno Information. Replies: 7 Last Post: , AM. Lt1 cylinder numbers By
Jay2fast4u in forum LT1. Replies: 5 Last Post: , PM. Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. All times
are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. I came across this today, thought I would pass
it on to everyone, especially those who are interested in the LS engines. Bryan-NW 'burbs
Malibu Vaguely stock appearing, and the opposite of restored. It is interesting, I never knew
they made a steel casting, looks like they were on LQ4 motors. The easiest way to ID the LS
heads is the 3 digit casting number on the spark plug side of the head. Bryan's list has part
numbers, and several part numbers were made from the same casting. The or casting are the
most popular Gen 3 head. Here's more reading than you ever cared to do on LS heads: 97
aluminum perimeter bolt 5. A thorough porting and millimg job plus a valve upgrade on these
will really wake up your engine. The heads have undergone only minor revisions since their
introduction in , most notably a switch from perimeter to center valvcover bolt configuration for
the model year. Each style has its own dedicated valvecovers and coilpacks mounting
apparatus. Casting Number Head: LS6 5. At 65cc, the combustion chamber is slightly smaller
and more efficient than the LS1. The more efficient design shortens burn times and ultimately
means less ignition timing advance is required to produce the same power. And because less
timing allows more efficient combustion, the Ls6 heads allow the engine to produce more
torque. The exhaust port is a unique D-shape that improves flow. LS6 heads are the best choice
only when all-out power is needed. Be prepared for a big price tag at the dealer or steep core
charge from your head porter. This along with milling of the deck surface will allow a slightly
higher compression ratio to be achieved. Because of the smaller intake valve installed in these
heads a valve upgrade is practically mandatory. Casting Number Head: LQ4 6. All other features
are the same as previous years iron heads. They offer a large combustion chamber that lowers
compression ratio making them perfect for a forced induction application. Swapping on the LQ4
head drops the compression ratio of a typical LS1 engine to So you want to figure out how
much to mill: It takes about. It takes. You have to remove 3cc's. You can also do the reverse,
say you want to mill a head. Milling a stock 5. Once ported any "advantage" the cast had is
moot. Same Info applies to the: 4. The LS2 heads or casting have the "heavy" standard LS1
valves. However, they do have the LS6 springs. Only the true LS6 engine heads have stainless
steel not titanium hollow stem valves the exhaust stems are sodium filled. These valves are
slightly longer than LS1 valves too. The LS7 heads do have titanium valves. New LS2 heads are
about half the price of new LS6 heads check sdparts. GM is "really proud" of those hollow stem
valves! Still a desirable set of LS1 heads though! Supposedly, the mold was done at GM
Research, the mold furnished to other vendors. The same vendor may have the and mold. Both
heads have identical sized intake and exhaust valves. John D. Louis Park, MN. Jump to Website.
Search Advanced Search. List All Users. Date: Oct 2, Permalink Printer Friendly. Founding
Member. Useful list, but it needs to be updated Thanks for posting it though! Super Poster.
Steve S. Yeah, I just nabbed it off another website, who got it off another, etc. If I come across a
more encompassing one, I'll post it. Date: Oct 6, Quick Reply. Remember Me. Search Search
Advanced Search. Recent Posts. Join Northstar Chevelle Club. Email Admin. LS head casting
numbers list. Please log in to post quick replies. Please log in to join the chat! Having tested
endless aftermarket and ported stock LS cylinder heads for our sister title Hot Rod , it seemed
odd that the stock stuff was never included. A test of the popular factory cylinder heads has
been a long time coming, and honestly, we are not sure why it hasn't been done before. In the
past, others have played with flow numbers and even measured port volumes, but we don't race
flow numbers or volumes, now do we? In fact, this test will illustrate exactly why you can't
translate flow figures into power production. At best, flow numbers indicate potential power, but
we are getting ahead of ourselves. The first order of business was to identify and round up a

selection of popular LS factory heads. Second was to procure a test mule. The test engine was
an easy choice, as the 5. In terms of cylinder heads, we included the small-valve 5. The idea was
to flow and measure each head, then follow up with the all-important dyno testing. We also took
the liberty of measuring the combustion chamber diameter distance across to illustrate how the
factory sized them for their particular target bore size. This might be another good indicator on
how well they work on the small-bore 5. Not surprisingly, the truck heads offered both the
smallest port and chamber volumes. The combustion chambers on the heads measured The
port volumes were within a couple of cc's of the LS1 heads, and the peak flow differed by
around 5 cfm despite the heads having a smaller intake valve size. The smaller intake valve is
the reason many LS owners dismiss the heads, but enthusiasts should really look at something
called the Coefficient of Discharge. The Coefficient of Discharge is a calculation of the airflow
versus valve sizing, and gives a much more accurate picture of the power potential of these
heads. The heads were used on 5. In terms of peak flow, the heads offered cfm at 0. The exhaust
flow offered by the heads topped the other three heads tested here, but we suspect there would
be variations among the different castings with different valve jobs and mileage. The heads,
compared to the heads, offered larger 68cc combustion chambers, which meant a drop in
compression of roughly 0. According to Internet folklore, the heads used on the 6. Our testing
showed this to be at least partially plausible as the flow numbers were similar, though not
identical. The heads flowed more than the heads by as much as 20 cfm at some lift points. The
peak flow numbers differed by just 7 cfm at 0. What made the heads both kissed and cursed
was the combustion chamber size. The massive chamber volume of This translated into a drop
in static compression of 1. The heads are often used on turbo small-block 5. Check out the dyno
graphs to see how much the s lost on this 5. Designed specifically for a 6. As expected, the
heads offered the highest peak flow, with cfm coming at 0. The 0. Despite larger exhaust port
volumes than either the or , the heads offered the least exhaust flow of the bunch, with a peak of
just cfm. The cc intake ports flowed as expected, but the 74cc exhaust ports were not quite up
to snuff. Next to the heads, the s featured the smallest combustion chamber at 64 cc. This put it
within 2. This was coupled with a 3. Check out the graphs for a full rundown, but the big
surprise was that the amazing power of the legendary heads never materialized. Now, combine
that with the fact that the headsâ€”the same set everyone throws awayâ€”made the most power,
and we might have just turned the LS world upside down. It is no surprise that the heads made
the least power. Though they offer plenty of flow, they also started with a huge drop in
compression from 9. Though the lower compression might make them attractive for the turbo or
blower crowd, there is a big gap in power that must be overcome before the s can start making
more power than the standard s. At the very least, the s would need more boost to reach any
given power level than the heads, and besides, a compression ratio of 9. The heads performed
slightly better than the s, and the s were better still. Of course, the question now is how would
the four heads act under boost where the additional flow required might tax the maximum flow
potential of the small-valve 5. That, my friends, is another test for another day! We had high
hopes for the heads, but they were definitely the low man on the performance totem pole. The
large combustion chambers were likely to blame, as the 10cc increase in chamber volume
resulted in a drop of the static compression ratio by 1. The larger chambers make the s popular
for boosted applications, but know you are starting with a significant deficit by replacing the
heads with the s. We have been told by a reputable source that the chamber design of the heads
is less than optimal as well, irrespective of the size, meaning if you milled it, it still would not
produce the power you could get from the s, let alone the s. Like the s, the heads out-flowed the
heads, but once again, that airflow did not translate into power production. The increased
chamber volume of 6. The heads bested the heads by roughly 10 hp, but down low the heads
improved torque production by as much as 20 lb-ft. Given the minimal difference in flow and
lack of power production, the s don't seem like much of an upgrade over the heads. But on the
upside, both respond equally well to porting. This is the test everyone wanted to see, and the
one every LS owner will be talking about. The heads offered the most flow, bettering the heads
by as much as 20 cfm at some lift points. The chamber volume on the heads was within 2. The
peak numbers were certainly close hp vs. The heads were simply better than the heads through
most of the curve. Would this change with the presence of boost? We think it might, but only at
extreme levels that might tax the flow limit of the heads. The question now is where that limit
occurs. Close Ad. Richard Holdener Writer. Modified 5. Until we find that out, all hail the mighty
heads. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Back in the early s the Gen II LT1 and LT4 engines
powered GM's hottest performance cars, but GM read the tea leaves and knew that this platform
would not be able to get them where they would eventually need to be in terms of emissions,
CAFE standards, or even performance. A new V-8 was needed and in work began on what would
eventually be labeled the LS1. Replicating the success of the original small-block was a huge

undertaking, GM kept the basic structure of a single cam pushrod V-8, but nearly everything
else was reworked from the deep skirt block to the firing order. A coil-near-plug arrangement
replaced the trouble prone Opti-Spark and to save weight the blocks would be cast aluminum
with iron sleeves. The new LS1 displaced 5. The LS1 debuted in the Corvette and moved to the
Camaro in In , different versions of the LS design, such as iron blocks with varying
displacements, started showing up in trucks and SUVs. Over 18 years of production GM came
up with many variants suited for different applications, and the best part for those of us in the
hot rodding world is that, for the most part, all the various iterations of the LS platform play well
with each other in terms of parts interchangeability. No problem. Toss LS3 heads onto an LS2
block? Yep, you can do that to so long as you have the right intake manifold. A lot of this is
possible due to the similarities shared across the LS line over the years. Some of these
similarities include:. The new firing order of gave the LS1 a unique sound compared to its Gen I
and Gen II cousins, and the overall size was kept close to that of a Gen I small-block making it
easy to swap into almost anything. The LS1 debuted with 3. For the most part, this formula was
carried forward through the Gen III and Gen IV engines with the exception of some of the higher
performance engines. Let's take a look at the LS engines you're most likely to come across out
there. The LS1 5. Around , some of the LS1 engines started receiving the improved LS6 parts
such as the intake manifold, heads, and stronger block. The LS6 5. While it shares displacement
with the LS1, it features a revised block with improved bay-to-bay breathing, greater strength,
higher compression, revised pistons, and other small tweaks. The LS6 also received better
castings heads, a slightly more aggressive cam, and a much improved intake manifold. The LS2
6. Early LS2 engines had 24x reluctor wheels and 1x cam sprockets while later ones
transitioned to the 58x reluctor and 4x cam sprocket arrangement. Depending on the year and
platform, the LS2 could have come with either head. Provisions for active fuel management
were added to most of the blocks and the bore size increased to 4. Sensors also moved around
and changed a bit. For example, the cam sensor moved from behind the intake to the front
timing cover and the crank sensor changed from black 24x to grey 58x. Due to the long cylinder
sleeves LS2 blocks are great for stroking, a 4. The LS3 6. The increased displacement was due
to a bump in bore size to 4. Add a 4. The LS4 5. It's centered around a 5. If you need a transaxle
swap LS, then this is the engine to find, if not, then it's not a good swap candidate due to the
different transmission mounting points. The LS7 7. Its large bores 4. The LS7 is full of race
ready parts and tech including titanium intake valves and rods, which helped churn out the
rated horsepower. It can handle up to a 4. The LS9 6. To handle the boost, the LS9 used the
improved LS3 block with stronger steel main caps as opposed to the powder metal standard
LS3 main caps , larger 12mm head bolts, and forged pistons. More power was derived from the
roto-cast cylinder heads and a 2. The ZR1 was the first Corvette to break the mph mark, and it
couldn't have done it without the LS9. The LSA 6. It received eutectic pistons instead of the
forged ones found in the LS9, a smaller 1. Power rating for the Caddy was an impressive hp.
The LSA also used nodular iron main caps for strength and, like the LS9, employed piston oil
squirters to reduce piston temperature. While the performance car engines carried the LS
designation, those designed for trucks and SUVs were given the Vortec name. The biggest
difference between them and their car cousins were the use of iron blocks and that they were
often smaller in displacement. The good news is they are plentiful in scrapyards and the iron
blocks don't mind a little boost or nitrous. They accept all the front drive systems of the car
versions, although some might require a boss or two to be drilled out and tapped. Even so, we
still call them LS engines given the parts commonality and how easy they are to adapt to
performance use. The LQ4 4. It shares its iron block with the 5. The drop in displacement comes
from a shorter stroke crank 3. It's impossible to tell a 4. The LC9, with its 5. The longer stroke 3.
Later versions received Active Fuel Management and some applications even received
aluminum blocks. The 6. Widely, used, these engines can be found with Active Fuel
Management as well as variable valve timing systems. Iron 6. The bores can be taken to 0. A
longer stroke is possible, but these blocks have the shortest cylinders of the line so it's not a
great idea due to piston rock at BDC. They have aluminum blocks and the latest in CAFE
friendly tech such as variable valve timing. A key component of the LS engine's success lies in
the evolving design of its cylinder heads. Like the blocks, the cylinder heads used on the
various LS engines continued to evolve over the course of the program. We knew from the
beginning we had to have great airflow so replicated ports were a must. The four-bolt
attachment pattern also was key to freeing up the ports to maximize airflow. To make every port
exactly the same seems like common sense now, but this represented a significant amount of
trial and error work that we knew we had to get right. The head design was also the foundation
for the new in plane, low friction, valvetrain. As I look back, the team that had a hand in the
cylinder head and valvetrain design are some of the most respected engineers in our business,

including Ron Sperry, Jim Hicks, and Dennis Gerdeman. Technically, you can bolt any LS head
to any LS engine, but due to varying bore and valve sizes you could run into piston-to-block
clearance issues. LS2 engines, due to the larger 4. The LS3 engines or any of the 6. LS7 engines
can run any LS-series head, but running the smaller heads would be nonsensical from a
performance standpoint. So, for the best results make sure to match the cylinder to the bore
size you're working with. Nearly all LS engines utilize the same cylinder head bolt pattern, which
is why the heads are so easily swapped around. Most have four 11mm bolts per cylinder for a
total of 10 along with an upper row of five 8mm bolts. The LS1 engines including the LS6 had
bolts of different lengths in regards to the 11mm fasteners , but from forward all went to the
same length. To better withstand boost, LS9 engines received 12mm bolts. Also, keep in mind
that each head variant requires a compatible intake manifold, so an LS3 intake won't fit LS7
heads and so forth. Of course, there's a nearly endless array of aftermarket heads to choose
from, some of which are hybrids cathedral ports but with large LS3 sized intake valves, LS3 port
but with LS7 rockers, etc. Here are the four main factory cylinder heads you'll encounter.
Debuting on the LS1, the cathedral port heads were named for the distinctive shape of the
intake port. The LS1 heads have 67cc chambers with 2. Other heads you'll run into are and
castings, which have smaller 61cc chambers and 1. These are best for high-compression builds
and really need larger valves and porting work. Aside from the casting number, they have
distinctive D-shaped exhaust ports. You may even find castings from the early LQ4 engines, but
they are iron and not worth bothering with. Also, the early perimeter-bolt heads and are far less
desirable. Remember, not all heads are LS6 heads, but all LS6 heads are castings. True LS6
heads will have the stainless steel hollow-stem valves. Also in some 'up trucks L92 heads often
referred to as LS3 heads moved to a rectangular port and are some of the best LS heads ever
made, far outflowing their cathedral cousins. This port design is also found on some 6. Due to
an enlarged intake valve these heads use an offset rocker on the intake side. The major
difference in the various heads are the types of valves used. Heads for the LS9 used titanium
intake valves like the LS7. The degree valve angle design as opposed to the degree valve angle
used on all other LS engines supports a straight-through airflow and utilizes cc intake ports.
Also unique are that the ports and combustion chambers are CNC-ported straight from the
factory. These heads only use LS7 intake manifolds or an aftermarket equivalent. These were
also known for using titanium intake valves and sodium-filled exhaust valves, something
previously unheard of in a pushrod V They easily support over hp naturally aspirated and the
huge valves necessitate 4. For the most part, all LS cranks are of the same design and have 2.
LS7 cranks have a 4. LS7 and LS9 dry sump cranks have a longer snout about 1-inch for their
two-stage oil pumps, but can be used on wet-sump engines with the right parts and a
modification or two. Another major difference between LS cranks is the reluctor wheel used for
crank timing. Early ones will have a 24x wheel while later cranks will have a 58x wheel shown.
The reluctor wheels can be changed by any qualified machine shop. Most LS rods are
interchangeable and made from powdered metal. The exceptions would be LS9 5. The common
length is 6. LS7 rods have a unique bearing size that requires a different bearing than other LS
rods. The weak point of all LS rods would be the rod bolts. This is especially true of pre
engines. Remember that LS rods use a "cracked cap" design. That means each cap is an exact
match to its rod, so never get them mixed up! All LS engines, with the exception of the LS9, use
hypereutectic aluminum pistons. An exception would be LSA pistons which are eutectic.
Eutectic, with respect to piston material is the amount of silicon in the mix. The biggest
differences between the various pistons are the diameter, due to bore size changes, and those
changes that effect compression ratio, such as a dish. Like cast pistons, they don't like
detonation and are good up to hp, tops. Gen III pistons are held to the rod by a pressed in
interference fit pin, so a machine shop will need to take them apart and reassemble. Close Ad.
Steven Rupp Writer, Photographer. Common cathedral port production casting numbers:.
Common rectangular port production casting numbers:. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

